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Abstract
The most convenient tool to study the renormalization of a La-
grangian field theory invariant under non linear local or global sym-
metries is the proper solution to the master equation of the extended
antifield formalism. It is shown that, from the knowledge of the BRST
cohomology, it is possible to explicitly construct a further extension
of the formalism containing all the observables of the theory and sat-
isfying an extended master equation, with some of the features of the
quantum Batalin-Vilkovisky master equation already present at the
classical level. This solution has the remarkable property that all its
infinitesimal deformations can be extended to complete deformations.
The deformed solutions differs from the original one through the ad-
dition of terms related to coupling constant and anticanonical field-
antifield redefinitions. As a consequence, all theories admitting an
invariant regularization scheme are shown to be renormalizable while
preserving the symmetries, in the sense that both the subtracted and
the effective action satisfy the extended master equation, and this
independently of power counting restrictions. The anomalous case is
also studied and a suitable definition of the Batalin-Vilkovisky “Delta”
operator in the context of dimensional renormalization is proposed.
∗Charge´ de Recherches du Fonds National Belge de la Recherche Scientifique.
Introduction
The best known example of the renormalization of a theory invariant under a
non linear symmetry is probably non abelian Yang-Mills theory: on the level
of the gauge fixed Faddeev-Popov action [1], gauge invariance is expressed
through invariance under the non linear global BRST symmetry [2, 3]. Some
of the crucial points in the analysis are: (i) the importance of the BRST
cohomology as a constraint on the anomalies and the counterterms of the
theory, (ii) the anticanonical structure of the theory in terms of the fields
and the sources, to which the BRST variations are coupled, together with
the compact reformulation of all the Ward identities in terms of the Zinn-
Justin equation [4], and (iii) the insight that BRST exact counterterms can
be absorbed by anticanonical fields and sources redefinitions [5]. The ques-
tion whether the remaining counterterms can be absorbed by a redefinition
of the coupling constants of the theory could be settled to the affirmative
in the power counting renormalizable case, through an exhaustive enumer-
ation of all possible renormalizable interactions [2]. In the case where one
includes higher dimensional gauge invariant operators, such a property de-
pends crucially on a conjecture by Kluberg-Stern and Zuber [6] on the BRST
cohomology in ghost number 0, which states that it should be describable
by off-shell gauge invariant operators not involving the ghosts or the sources.
This conjecture can be shown [7] to hold in the semi-simple case for which
it has been originally formulated, but its generalization in the presence of
abelian factors is not valid, and this even for power counting renormaliz-
able theories. In this last case, the counterterms violating the generalized
Kluberg-Stern and Zuber conjecture have been shown to be absent by more
involved arguments from renormalization theory [8], so that renormalizability
still holds, even if the conjecture does not.
The classical Batalin-Vilkovisky formalism [9] (for reviews, see e.g. [10,
11]) extends the above techniques to the case of general gauge theories with
open gauge algebras and structure functions, the invariance of the action
being expressed through the central master equation. A further extension
consists in controlling at the same time the renormalization of non linear
global symmetries by coupling them with constant ghosts [12, 13].
A detailed analysis of the compatibility of the renormalization procedure
with invariance expressed through the master equation has been performed in
[14, 15, 16], where it has been shown that the renormalized action is a defor-
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mation of the starting point solution to the master equation. Independently
of this result, the fundamental problem of locality of the construction is raised
and a locality hypothesis is stated [14]. This hypothesis can be reinterpre-
tated in a more general framework as the assumption that the cohomology of
the Koszul-Tate differential [17, 18] vanishes in the space of local functionals.
While the assumption holds under certain conditions, which are in particu-
lar fulfilled for the construction of the solution of the master equation, thus
guaranteeing its locality [18], it does not hold in general ; the obstructions
are related to the non trivial global currents of the theory [19], and give rise
to BRST cohomology classes with a non trivial antifield dependence.
A consequence of this is that there exist observables which cannot be made
off-shell gauge invariant, even in the case of closed gauge theories, so that the
associated deformed solutions of the master equation cannot be related by
a field, antifield and coupling constant renormalization to the starting point
solution extended by coupling all possible off-shell observables compatible
with the symmetries.
In [20], renormalization in the context of the Batalin-Vilkovisky formal-
ism is reconsidered precisely under the assumption that there are no such
deformations, i.e., in the closed case under the analog of the Kluberg-Stern
and Zuber conjecture, and in the open case under the conjecture that all the
BRST cohomology is already contained in the solution to the master equa-
tion coupled with independent coupling constants1, with the conclusion, that
the infinities can then be absorbed by renormalizations.
Finally, in [21] the problem of renormalization under non linear symme-
tries is readressed in the context of effective field theories: it is for instance
shown that semi-simple Yang-Mills theory and gravity, to which are cou-
pled all possible (power counting non renormalizable) off-shell observables,
are such that all the local counterterms needed to cancel the infinities, can
be absorbed through coupling constants, field and antifield renormalizations,
while preserving the symmetry (in the form of the Batalin-Vilkovisky master
equation). Theories possessing this last property, even if an infinite number of
coupling constants is needed, are defined to be renormalizable in the modern
sense. The difficulty, that is also discussed, is that the non trivial infinities
are a priori only constrained to belong to the BRST cohomology in ghost
1Note that it is not true that the antifield independent part of the cohomology of the
differential (S, ·) is off-shell gauge invariant, it is in general only weakly gauge invariant.
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number 0, which, because of the non validity of the generalized Kluberg-
Stern and Zuber conjecture (taken as an example of a so called structural
constraint), does not guarantee that they can be absorbed by redefinitions of
coupling constants of an action extended by all possible off-shell observables.
What good structural constraints might be in the general case and if they
can be chosen in such a way as to guarantee renormalizability in the modern
sense for all theories is left as an open question in [21, 22].
A clue to the answer to these questions can be found in [14, 15, 16].
Indeed, the fact that the divergences are such that they always provide a
deformation of the solution of the master equation, implies in general that
the non trivial first order deformations satisfy additional cohomological re-
strictions [23] besides belonging to the BRST cohomology. The problem with
these restrictions is that they are non linear in the case of an arbitrary de-
formation. Recently [24], it has been shown that the lowest order additional
restriction on the non trivial counterterms is in fact linear: the counterterms
must belong to the kernel of the antibracket map, which defines a linear
subspace of the BRST cohomology.
As an (academical) example of how these higher order cohomological
restrictions work, consider Yang-Mills theories with free2 abelian gauge fields
Aaµ as in [21]. The BRST cohomology in ghost number zero contains the term
[7]
K = fabc
∫
dnx F aνµAbµA
c
ν + 2A
∗aµAbµC
c + C∗aCbCc,
for completely antisymmetric constants fabc, so that this term is a potential
counterterm. At the same time, the term kd
∫
dnx C∗d belongs to the BRST
cohomology in ghost number −2. If we take the action Sk = S+k
d
∫
dnx C∗d ,
we have 1/2(Sk, Sk) = O(k
2). This implies according to the quantum action
principle for the regularized theory that 1/2(Γk,Γk) = O(k
2) and then, at
order 1 in h¯ for the divergent part, that
(Sk,Γ
(1)
k div) = O(k
2).
The k independent part of this equation gives the usual condition that the
divergent part of the k independent effective action at first order must be
2By free, we mean that the abelian gauge fields have no couplings to matter fields,
hence, they have no interactions at all. Their quantization is of course trivial and we
know a priori that no counterterms are needed.
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BRST closed, (S,Γ(1)div) = 0, and contains in particular the candidate K
above. The k linear part of this equation requires
(
∂Γ
(1)
k div
∂kd
∣∣∣∣∣∣
k=0
, S) + (
∫
dnx C∗d ,Γ
(1)
div) = 0.
This condition eliminates the candidate K because
(
∫
dnx C∗d , K) = 2fabd
∫
dnx A∗aµAbµ + C
∗aCb
is not BRST exact but represents a non trivial BRST cohomology class in
ghost number −1. Hence, there exists a purely cohomological reason why K
cannot appear as a counterterm. Note that as soon as the abelian fields are
coupled to matter fields, the functionals
∫
dnx C∗d but also K do not belong
to the BRST cohomology any more and the problem with this particular
type of counterterms does not arise to begin with.
Another, non trivial example of how antifield dependent counterterms
can be eliminated by higher order cohomological restrictions is discussed in
the appendix. This example is physically relevant in the case of the stan-
dard model. In the main part of this paper however, we will focus on the
general construction of a formalism to deal with higher order cohomologi-
cal restrictions. By general, we mean that the construction is independent
of the concrete gauge theory or type of instability under consideration and
uses only arguments involving the (integrated, local and antifield dependent)
BRST cohomology and the anticanonical structure of the antifield formalism.
A related problem, which is relevant in [16, 20, 21], is to provide a sen-
sible definition of the ∆ operator of the quantum Batalin-Vilkovisky master
equation [9]. Indeed, its expression as a second order functional differential
operator with respect to fields and antifields, obtained from formal path in-
tegral considerations, does not make sense when applied to local functionals.
In [25, 26, 27, 28], the antifield formalism has been discussed in the context of
explicit regularization and renormalization schemes and the related question
of anomalies (assumed to be absent in [16, 20, 21]) has been adressed. In
particular, well defined expressions for the regularized ∆ operator are pro-
posed at one loop level in [25] in the context of Pauli-Villars regularization
and at higher orders in [28] for non-local regularization.
The purpose of the present paper is to answer the questions raised in
[21, 22] and to show renormalizability in the modern sense for all gauge
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theories. We complete the general analysis of the absorption of divergences in
the presence of possibly anomalous local or global symmetries independently
of the form of the BRST cohomology of the theory. At the same time, a
definition of the quantum Batalin-Vilkovisky ∆ operator in the framework
of dimensional renormalization is proposed.
This is done, on the classical level, by
• introducing higher order linear maps on the BRST cohomology, re-
lated to the Lie-Massey brackets [29] and constructed by a perturbative
method using constant ghosts and their antifields, as in the construc-
tion [13] of the extended antifield formalism,
• identifying the constant ghosts, coupling all possible (local integrated)
observables of the theory, with (generalized) essential coupling con-
stants,
• showing that the theory to which all observables are coupled satisfies an
extended master equation at the classical level with properties similar
to those of the quantum master equation,
• proving that the solution to the extended master equation is complete
in the sense that the cohomology associated to this solution can be
obtained by derivation with respect to the coupling constants,
• showing how to extend the solution to which an arbitrary cocycle has
been added into a complete deformed solution satisfying the same ex-
tended master equation and the relation of this deformation to field-
antifield and coupling constant redefinitions.
On the quantum level, in the context of dimensional regularization in
possibly anomalous theories3, we show
• in the case of an invariant regularization that, order by order, the di-
vergences are cocycles in ghost number 0 and as such, they can be
3As shown in [30, 31, 32, 33, 34], dimensional renormalization can deal consistently
with anomalies if evanescent terms are taken into account properly. The same mechanism
will be used here in the context of the Batalin-Vilkovisky formalism to show that the
evanescent breaking terms of the regularized master equation are responsible for a non
trivial ∆ operator, even though ′′δ(0)′′ = 0.
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absorbed by redefinitions of this solution determined by coupling con-
stant and anticanonical field-antifield renormalizations in such a way
that both the subtracted and the effective action satisfy the extended
master equation,
• in the general case of a non invariant scheme, that the one loop diver-
gences and anomalies are cocycles in ghost numbers 0 and 1,
• how the one loop divergences can be absorbed by field-antifield and cou-
pling constant redefinitions, up to a finite BRST breaking counterterm,
chosen in such a way that only non trivial anomalies appear,
• how to continue to higher orders by redefinitions preserving the ex-
tended master equation up to BRST breaking counterterms in such a
way that the anomalous breaking of the extended Zinn-Justin equa-
tion is entirely determined by the cohomology of the extended BRST
differential in ghost number 1,
• the consequences for the definition of the Batalin-Vilkovisky ∆ operator
in dimensional renormalization.
In order to relate the terminology used in this paper with the one com-
ing from the study of the renormalization of non abelian Yang-Mills theories
[2, 4] (see for instance [35, 36, 37] for reviews), we note that what is called
extended master equation here corresponds to a generalized Slavnov-Taylor
identity. By generalized, we mean first of all the definition of this identity
in theories with arbitrary gauge structure as proposed by Batalin and Vilko-
visky [9], then the extension to include the case of (a closed subset of) global
symmetries [12, 13] and finally, the extension proposed here to include all
the generalized observables of the theory. What is called (local) BRST coho-
mology corresponds to the cohomology of the generalized linearized Slavnov-
Taylor operator SL acting in the space of (integrated) polynomials in the
fields, the sources and their derivatives.
The main, purely classical part of the paper adresses the question of
how to define stability4 in this generalized context and how to construct
4Stability is defined for instance in [37] as “the dimension of the cohomology space of
the SL operator in the Faddeev-Popov neutral sector should be equal to the number of
physical parameters of the classical action”.
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a stable classical action independently of power counting restrictions. This
action then serves as a starting point for the quantum theory. This is the
translation, in the language of algebraic renormalization, of showing what is
called renormalizability in the modern sense for generic gauge theories by the
authors of [21].
The investigation relies heavily on the anticanonical structure of varia-
tional theories discovered by Zinn-Justin [4] in the context of non abelian
Yang-Mills theories (see also [5]) and reintroduced by Batalin and Vilkovisky
in the general context, in analogy with the generalized Poisson bracket of the
Hamiltonian formalism [38].
The quantum part of the paper first shows that if the regularization
scheme is invariant, the generalized Slavnov-Taylor identities hold at the
quantum level. In the cases when dimensional regularization is not an in-
variant scheme for the symmetries under considerations, it is shown that
BRST breaking counterterms can be choosen in such a way that the break-
ings of the generalized Slavnov-Taylor identity for the renormalized effective
action is described to each order by the cohomology of the Slavnov-Taylor
operator in ghost number 1. The investigation is then used to derive, in the
context of dimensional renormalization at the level of the regularized classi-
cal action with all its counterterms, a definition of the Batalin-Vilkovisky ∆
operator [9], which is an operator arising naturally in formal path integral
manipulations (see also [39]).
1 Local BRST cohomology, higher order maps
and deformations
1.1 The (extended) antifield formalism
The central object of the formalism is a solution S to the classical master
equation
1
2
(S, S) = 0. (1)
This solution is obtained by constructing a (possibly reducible) generating
set of non trivial Noether identities of the equations of motion δL0/δφ
i = 0
associated to the classical action S0 =
∫
dnxL0, as well as generating sets
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of non trivial reducibility identities for the Noether identities, of non triv-
ial reducibility identities of the second stage for the previous reducibility
identities. . .. The original set of fields {φi} is extended to the set {φA} by
introducing in addition (i) ghost fields for the non trivial Noether identi-
ties, (ii) ghosts for ghosts associated to the non trivial reducibility identities
of Noether identities, (iii) ghosts for ghosts for ghosts for the second stage
non trivial reducibility identities. . ., and (iv) antifields φ∗A associated to all
of the above fields. In the following, we will denote the fields and antifields
collectively by z.
In the classical theory, the relevant space is the space of local functionals
F∗ in the fields and antifields. Under appropriate vanishing conditions on the
fields, antifields and their derivatives at infinity, this space is isomorphic to
the space of functions in the fields, the antifields and a finite number of their
derivatives, up to total divergences (see e.g. [19] and references therein for
more details). It is an odd graded Lie algebra with respect to the antibracket
(·, ·), the grading being given by the ghost number, and the antibracket being
defined by considering the fields and antifields as canonically conjugate. Note
however that the product of two local functionals is not a local functional,
and that there is no direct definition of the second order ∆ operator [9] in
this space.
If one requires the solution S of the master equation (1) to be in ghost
number 0, Grassmann even and proper, i.e., to contain in addition to the
starting point action S0 the gauge transformations related to the generating
set of non trivial Noether identities as well as the various reducibility identi-
ties in a canonical way, one can show [9, 14, 17, 18, 10] existence and locality
of this solution, with uniqueness holding up to canonical field-antifield redef-
initions. The BRST differential is then s = (S, ·), so that (F∗, (·, ·), s) is a
graded differential Lie algebra with an inner differential.
This construction can be extended to include a closed sub-algebra of
non trivial global symmetries, by coupling their generators with constant
ghosts and introducing constant antifields, if due care is taken of higher
order conservation laws [13]. The formalism then allows to control through
the master equation both local and a subset of global symmetries, or, in the
absence of gauge symmetries, the subset of global symmetries alone. This
extension will be a part of a further extension done in the next section.
Indeed, the generators of the global symmetries correspond to local BRST
cohomology classes in negative ghost numbers [19]. Here, we will couple the
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local BRST cohomology classes in all the ghost numbers.
A gauge fixed action with well defined propagators as a starting point
for perturbation theory is obtained by introducing a non minimal sector,
which has trivial cohomology [40], followed by an anticanonical field-antifield
transformation. The new antifields are not set to zero, but kept as sources
in the generating functionals of Green’s functions in order to control the
renormalization of the symmetries. In the considerations below, we will only
be interested in aspects related to the local BRST cohomology. The local
BRST cohomology of two formulations of the theory related by anticanonical
field-antifield transformations are isomorphic. This means in particular that
all the results to be derived are independent from the choice of the gauge
fixation. This is the reason why we will not explicitly make the steps corre-
sponding to the gauge fixation, i.e., introduction of the non minimal sector
and transformation to the gauge fixed basis, although they are understood
in the manipulations involving the Green’s functions.
1.2 Higher order maps in BRST cohomology from ho-
mological perturbation theory
In this section, we construct a generating functional S˜ for higher order maps
in BRST cohomology using homological perturbation theory [41] (see [10]
for details on homological perturbation theory in the context of the Batalin-
Vilkovisky formalism) by adapting the construction of the extended antifield
formalism [13].
For any functional A ∈ F∗, the equation (S,A) = 0 implies A = SAλ
A +
(S,B), where λA is independent of the fields and anti-fields, but can depend
on the coupling constants of the theory, with SAλ
A + (S,B) = 0 iff λA = 0.
In other words, we suppose that [SA] is a basis of H
∗(s,F) over the ring of
functions in the coupling constants.
For each SA of the above basis, we introduce a constant “ghost” ξ
A and
a constant “antifield” ξ∗A such that gh ξ
A = −gh SA, gh ξ
∗
A = −gh ξ
A − 1.
We consider the space E of functionals A of the form
A = A[φ, φ∗, ξ] + ξ∗Aλ
A(ξ), (2)
i.e., A contains a local functional A which admits in addition to the depen-
dence on the coupling constants, a dependence on the constant ghosts ξA,
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and a non integrated piece linear in the constant antifields ξ∗A depending only
on the constant ghosts (and the coupling constants).
The differential δ˜ is defined by δ˜A = (S,A), δ˜ξ∗A = SA, and δ˜ξ
A = 0.
Lemma 1 The cohomology of δ˜ is trivial, H(δ˜, E) = 0.
Proof. Indeed, δ˜A = 0 gives (S,A) +SAλ
A = 0, and hence λA = 0, so that
A = A = SAµ
A + (S,B) = δ˜(B + ξ∗Aµ
A).
We define the resolution degree to be the degree in the ghosts ξA, which
implies that δ˜ is of degree 0.
The extended antibracket is defined by
(·, ·˜) = (·, ·) + (·, ·)ξ
= (·, ·) +
∂R
∂ξA
∂L
∂ξ∗A
−
∂R
∂ξ∗A
∂L
∂ξA
(3)
and satisfies the same graded antisymmetry and graded Jacobi identity as
the usual antibracket. The extended antibracket has two pieces, the old piece
(·, ·), which is of degree 0, and the new piece (·, ·)ξ, which is of degree −1.
Theorem 1 There exists a solution S˜ ∈ E of ghost number 0 to the master
equation
1
2
(S˜, S˜ )˜ = 0. (4)
with initial condition S˜ = S + SAξ
A + . . ., where the dots denote terms of
resolution degree higher or equal to 2. The cohomology of the differential
s˜ = (S˜, ·˜) in E is trivial.
Proof. The proofs are by now standard and follow the lines of [10]. Let
S˜1 = S + SAξ
A. Note that δ˜ is the piece of degree 0 in (S˜1, ·˜) and that
(Sk, ·˜) has no piece in degree 0 if k ≥ 2. Suppose that we have constructed
S˜k = S + S1 + . . .+ Sk up to degree k ≥ 1, with
1
2
(S˜k, S˜k )˜ = Rk+1 +O(k + 2). (5)
The identity 0 = (S˜k, 1
2
(S˜k, S˜k )˜˜) then implies, at order k+1, that δ˜Rk+1 = 0,
so that there exists Sk+1 such that Rk+1 + δ˜Sk+1 = 0. The action S˜
k+1 =
10
S˜k + Sk+1 then satisfies
1
2
(S˜k+1, S˜k+1)˜ = Rk+1 + δ˜Sk+1 +O(k + 2) = O(k + 2), (6)
so that the construction can be continued recursively.
For the second part of the theorem, we develop a cocycle A according to
the resolution degree, A = AM +AM+1 + . . ., with M ≥ 0. At lowest order
the condition (S˜,A)˜ = 0 implies δ˜AM = 0 which gives AM = δ˜BM for some
BM . The cocycle A− (S˜,BM )˜ is equivalent to A, but starts at order M + 1.
Going on in the same way, one can absorb all the terms so that A = (S˜,B)˜
for some B ∈ E .
The solution S˜ is of the form
S˜ = S +
∑
k=1
SA1...Akξ
A1 . . . ξAk +
∑
m=2
ξ∗Bf
B
A1...Am
ξA1 . . . ξAm, (7)
which implies the graded symmetry of the generalized structure constants
fBA1...Am and the functionals SA1...Ak . The ξ
∗
A independent part of the master
equation (4) gives, at resolution degree r ≥ 1, the relations
(S, SA1...Ar) +
r−1∑
k=1
1
2
(S(A1...Ak , SAk+1...Ar))(−)
(A1+...+Ak)(Ak+1...Ar+1)
+
r−1∑
k=1
kS(A1...Ak−1|B|f
B
Ak...Ar)
= 0, (8)
where ( ) denotes graded symmetrization. The first relations read explicitly
(S, SA1) = 0, (9)
(S, SA1A2) +
1
2
(SA1, SA2)(−)
A1(A2+1) + SBf
B
A1A2
= 0, (10)
(S, SA1A2A3) + (S(A1 , SA2A3))(−)
A1(A2+A3+1)
+SBf
B
A1A2A3
+ 2S(A1|B|f
B
A2A3)
= 0, (11)
....
The ξ∗A dependent part of the master equation (4) gives, for r ≥ 3, the
generalized Jacobi identities
r−1∑
m=2
mfC(A1...Am−1|B|f
B
Am...Ar) = 0, (12)
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the first identities being
2fC(A1|B|f
B
A2A3)
= 0, (13)
2fC(A1|B|f
B
A2A3A4)
+ 3fC(A1A2|B|f
B
A3A4)
= 0, (14)
....
The above solution S˜ is not unique. For a given initial condition, there is
at each stage of the construction of S˜, for k ≥ 2, the liberty to add the exact
term δ˜Kk to S˜k. While this liberty will not affect the structure constants of
order k, since a δ˜ exact term does not involve a ξ∗ dependent term, it will in
general affect the structure constants of order strictly higher than k.
Furthermore, there is a freedom in the choice of the initial condition:
instead of S1 = SAξ
A, one could have chosen S ′1 = σ
B
ASBξ
A + (S,KA)ξ
A
with an invertible matrix σBA . If we consider the following anticanonical
redefinitions:
z′ = exp(·, KAξ
A)z, (15)
ξ′
B
= σBAξ
A, ξ′
∗
B = σ
−1A
Bξ
∗
A, (16)
we have that S + S ′1 = S(z
′) + SB(z
′)ξ′B + O(ξ2). We can then consider
the solution S˜ ′ in terms of the new variables. This is equivalent to taking as
initial condition S(z′)+SB(z
′)ξ′B and making the same choices for the terms
of degree higher than 2 in the new variables than we did before in the old
variables. It is thus always possible to make the choices in the construction of
S˜ for k ≥ 2 in such a way that the structure constants fBA1...Am do not depend
on the choice of representatives for the cohomology classes and transform
tensorially with respect to a change of basis in H∗(s,F).
Hence, we have shown
Theorem 2 Associated to a solution S˜ of the master equation (4), there
exist multi-linear, graded symmetric maps in cohomology, defined through
the structure constants fBA1...Ar :
lr : ∧
rH∗(s) −→ H∗(s) (17)
lr([SA1 ], . . . , [SAr ]) = −r[SB]f
B
A1...Ar
(18)
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Remark: For a given r ≥ 2, let us suppose that the [SA1], . . . , [SAr ] are such
that the structure constants with strictly less than r indices vanish, for all
choices of Ai’s. From the identity (8), it then follows that
r−1∑
k=1
1
2
(S(A1...Ak , SAk+1...Ar))(−)
(A1+...+Ak)(Ak+1...Ar+1)
= −rSBf
B
A1...Ar
− (S, SA1...Ar). (19)
We thus see that, under the above assumption,
lr([SA1 ], . . . , [SAr ]) = [
r−1∑
k=1
1
2
(S(A1...Ak , SAk+1...Ar))(−)
(A1+...+Ak)(Ak+1...Ar+1)].(20)
By comparing with the invariant definitions in [29], we identify the maps lr,
under the above assumption, as the value of the r-place Lie-Massey product
[[SA1 ], . . . , [SAr ]] for the defining system {SAi1 ...Aik , k = 1, . . . , r−1, 1 ≤ i1 <
. . . < ik ≤ r}.
1.3 Coupling constants
Differentiating the master equation (1) with respect to a coupling constant
g, implies that (S, ∂
RS
∂g
) = 0, so that [∂
RS
∂g
] ∈ H0(s).
Let us adapt the considerations in [42] to the present context.
Definition 1 A set of coupling constants gi is essential iff the relation ∂
RS
∂gi
λi =
(S,Ξ) implies λi = 0, where λi may depend on all the couplings of the theory.
It follows that for essential couplings the [∂
RS
∂gi
] are linearly independent in
H0(s) and that essential couplings stay essential after anticanonical field-
antifield redefinitions.
In the following, we suppose that S depends only on essential couplings.
Note that this can always be achieved. If among the couplings, there is g
such that ∂
RS
∂g
= ∂
RS
∂gi¯
λi¯+(S,Ξ), one can show that the dependence of S on g
can be absorbed by an anticanonical, g dependent field-antifield redefinition
and a g dependent redefinition of the other coupling constants g i¯.
Since the [∂
RS
∂gi
] are linearly independent, one can construct a basis [SA] of
H∗(s) such that the [∂
RS
∂gi
] are the first elements. Let us denote the remaining
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elements by [Sα], {[SA]} = {[
∂RS
∂gi
], [Sα]}. The construction of the generating
functional S˜ then starts with S(gi) + ∂
RS
∂gi
ξi + Sαξ
α.
Consider the action S¯ = S(gi + ξi). A basis of the cohomology of S¯ is
given by {[∂
RS¯
∂gi
], [S¯α]}, with associated differential
¯˜δ = (S¯, ·)+ ∂
RS¯
∂ξi
∂L
∂ξ∗i
+S¯α
∂L
∂ξ∗α
,
which is acyclic in the space where the only dependence on ξi is through the
combination gi + ξi. If we take as starting point the action S¯ + S¯αξ
α and
start the perturbative construction of the solution of the master equation,
with resolution degree the degree in the ghost ξα alone, the ghosts ξi only
appear through the combination gi + ξi, because of the properties of
¯˜
δ. The
solution ¯˜S will then be of the form
¯˜S = S¯ +
∑
k=1
S¯α1...αkξ
α1 . . . ξαk +
∑
m=2
(ξ∗β f¯
β
α1...αm
+ ξ∗i f¯
i
α1...αm
)ξα1 . . . ξαm, (21)
where the S¯α1...αk , f¯
i
α1...αm
, f¯ iα1...αm depend on the combination g
i + ξi.
Now, the solution ¯˜S satisfies the initial condition ¯˜S
1
= S(g)+ ∂
RS
∂gi
ξi+Sαξ
α
in the old resolution degree and the master equation (4). We can then derive
the higher order maps lr from the solution (21) and get
lr([
∂RS
∂gi1
], . . . , [
∂RS
∂gin
], [Sαn+1 ], . . . , [Sαr ])
= −r[Sβ ]
∂R
n
f¯βαn+1...αr
∂gin . . . ∂gi1
(g)− r[
∂RS
∂gj
]
∂R
n
f¯ jαn+1...αr
∂gin . . . ∂gi1
(g). (22)
In the following, we will make the redefinition gi+ ξi −→ ξi, and identify
the essential couplings with some of the constant ghosts. One could of course
have done the converse, i.e., identify some of the constant ghosts with the
essential couplings, but since the anticanonical structure between the con-
stant ghosts and their constant antifields turns out to be crucial, we prefer
to do the former. The remaining constant ghosts can then be considered
as generalized essential coupling constants since they couple the remaining
BRST cohomology classes, which play the role of generalized observables in
this formalism.
1.4 Decomposition of s˜
The space E admits the direct sum decomposition E = F ⊕ G, where F =
E|ξ∗=0 is the space of functionals in the field and antifields with ξ dependence,
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but no ξ∗ dependence, while G is the space of power series in ξ with a linear
ξ∗ dependence.
The differential s˜ in E induces two well-defined differentials, s¯ in F and
sQ in G given explicitly by
s¯ = (S(ξ), ·)− (−)D+1fD
∂L
∂ξD
(23)
and
sQ = (Q, ·)ξ, Q = ξ
∗
Cf
C(ξ). (24)
Indeed, forA = A(ξ)+ξ∗Dλ
D(ξ), the master equation (4) implies (S˜, (S˜,A)˜˜) =
0 and hence (S˜, s¯A(ξ)+sQξ
∗
Dλ
D(ξ))˜ = 0 and then (s¯)2A(ξ)+(sQ)
2ξ∗Dλ
D(ξ) =
0, which splits into two equations because the decomposition of E is direct.
Theorem 3 The cohomology groups H(s¯, F ) and H(sQ, G) are isomorphic.
Proof. Let us take S˜ = S(ξ) + ξ∗Cf
C(ξ), A = A(ξ) + ξ∗Cλ
C(ξ) and B =
B(ξ)+ξ∗Cµ
C(ξ). The extended master equation (4) can be written compactly
as
1
2
(S(ξ), S(ξ)) +
∂RS(ξ)
∂ξC
fC = 0, (25)
1
2
(ξ∗Cf
C(ξ), ξ∗Df
D(ξ))ξ = 0, (26)
so that (25) summarizes (8) and (26), which is equal to 1
2
(Q,Q)ξ = 0, or
explicitly ∂
RfD(ξ)
∂ξC
fC(ξ) = 0, summarizes the generalized Jacobi identities
(12).
The triviality of the cohomology of (S˜, ·˜) in the space E , i.e., the fact
that the general solution to (S˜,A)˜ = 0 is A = (S˜,B)˜, is expressed explicitly
through the fact that the general solution to the set of equations{
(S(ξ), A(ξ)) + ∂
RS(ξ)
∂ξC
λC(ξ)− (−)D+1fD ∂
LA(ξ)
∂ξD
= 0,
(ξ∗Cf
C(ξ), ξ∗Dλ
D(ξ))ξ = 0,
(27)
is given by{
A(ξ) = (S(ξ), B(ξ)) + ∂
RS(ξ)
∂ξC
µC(ξ)− (−)D+1fD ∂
LB(ξ)
∂ξD
,
ξ∗Eλ
E(ξ) = (ξ∗Cf
C(ξ), ξ∗Dµ
D(ξ))ξ.
(28)
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The cocycle condition s¯A(ξ) = 0 is given by
(S(ξ), A(ξ))− (−)D+1fD
∂LA(ξ)
∂ξD
= 0, (29)
while the coboundary condition A(ξ) = s¯B(ξ) is given by
A(ξ) = (S(ξ), B(ξ))− (−)D+1fD
∂LB(ξ)
∂ξD
. (30)
But according to (27) and (28), where we put λD(ξ) = 0, we have
s¯A(ξ) = 0⇐⇒ A(ξ) = s¯B(ξ) +
∂RS(ξ)
∂ξC
µC(ξ), (31)
under the condition
(ξ∗Cf
C(ξ), ξ∗Dµ
D(ξ))ξ = 0 (32)
on µD(ξ). The constraint (32) requires ξ∗Dµ
D(ξ) to be a sQ cocycle.
In order to compute the cohomologyH(s¯, F ), we have to analyze when the
decomposition in (31) is direct, i.e., we have to analyze when ∂
RS(ξ)
∂ξC
µC(ξ) is a
s¯ coboundary. We thus need to solve the equation ∂
RS(ξ)
∂ξC
µC(ξ) = −s¯B¯ under
the condition sQξ
∗
Dµ
D(ξ) = 0. But this corresponds precisely to equation
(27), with A replaced by B¯ and λ(ξ) by µ(ξ), whose general solution according
to (28) is given by B¯ = s¯C(ξ) + ∂
RS(ξ)
∂ξC
νC(ξ) and ξ∗Dµ
D(ξ) = sQξ
∗
Eν
E(ξ). (In
other words, we are using again the triviality of H(s˜, E).)
The map m(ξ∗Dµ
D(ξ)) = ∂
RS(ξ)
∂ξC
µC(ξ) maps sQ cocyles to s¯ cocyles. We
have just proved above that it maps sQ coboundaries to s¯ coboundaries, so
that the map induced by m in cohomology,
m : H(sQ, G) −→ H(s¯, F ), (33)
m([ξ∗Dµ
D(ξ)]) = [
∂RS(ξ)
∂ξC
µC(ξ)] (34)
is well-defined and injective. Surjectivity of the induced map follows from
(31).
Discussion:
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(i) In order to compare the starting point cohomology H∗(s,F) with
the cohomology H∗(s¯, F ), we can put the additional couplings ξα to zero in
(31). The cocycle condition then reduces to the standard cocycle condition
of the non extended formalism, sAξα=0 = 0. The same operation in the
general solution gives Aξα=0 = sBξα=0 +
∂RS
∂ξi
µiξα=0 + Sαµ
α
ξα=0. Contrary to
the ordinary s cohomology, the coefficients µAξα=0 are not free however, but
they come from µA’s which are constrained to satisfy the cocyle condition
(32). In particular, at order 1 in the new couplings ξα, (32) implies that
µαξα=0 is in the kernel of the map l2, f
A
βαµ
α
ξα=0 = 0, which is precisely the
condition used in the examples of the introduction to eliminate elements of
the cohomology of the theory without the additional couplings. We thus
see that the cohomology has become smaller through the introduction of the
additional couplings because the extended differential encodes higher order
cohomological restrictions.
(ii) At first sight, it might seem a little strange to introduce new couplings
in order to get information on the renormalization of the theory without these
couplings: that it is convenient and extremely useful to do so was already
realized in the original papers [2] on the subject: the additional (space-
time dependent) couplings in these papers are just the sources of the BRS
transformations, and can of course be set to zero after renormalization, if
one is only interested in the renormalization of the effective action itself.
(iii) The result (31) implies also that the s¯ cohomology is contained com-
pletely in the solution S(ξ) and can be obtained from it by applying ∂
R·
∂ξA
λA(ξ),
where the coefficients λA(ξ) are constrained to satisfy (32). In this frame-
work, this is what replaces the concept of stability as discussed in the intro-
duction.
1.5 “Quantum” Batalin-Vilkovisky formalism on the
classical level and deformations
If we define
∆c = (−)
DfD
∂L
∂ξD
, (35)
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on F , the following properties of the quantum Batalin-Vilkovisky formalism
hold in F : the operator ∆c is nilpotent,
∆c
2 = 0, (36)
(as a consequence of (26) or (12).) Furthermore,
∆c(A(ξ), B(ξ)) = (∆cA(ξ), B(ξ)) + (−)
|A|+1(A(ξ),∆cB(ξ)). (37)
To the standard solution of the master equation S in F corresponds in F
the solution S(ξ) of the extended master equation
1
2
(S(ξ), S(ξ)) + ∆cS(ξ) = 0, (38)
(which is just rewriting (25) using the definition of ∆c). Because
s¯ = (S(ξ), ·) + ∆c, (39)
the s¯ cohomology corresponds to the quantum BRST cohomology σ dis-
cussed in [40, 10]. Theorem 3 shows how to compute the quantum BRST
cohomology out of the standard BRST cohomology and the higher order
maps encoded in sQ.
In this analogy, putting ξ = 0 corresponds to the classical limit h¯ −→ 0
of the quantum Batalin-Vilkovisky formalism.
Note however that (i) the space F is not directly an algebra, because the
product of two local functionals is not well defined, contrary to the formal
discussion of the quantum Batalin-Vilkovisky formalism, where one assumes
the space to be an algebra, (ii) the above “quantum” Batalin-Vilkovisky
formalism is purely classical and depends only on the BRST cohomology
and the higher order maps of the theory5.
We consider now one parameter deformations of the extended master
equation (38), i.e., in the space F [t] of power series in t with coefficients that
belong to F , we want to construct St(ξ) = S(ξ) + tS1(ξ) + t
2S2(ξ) + . . . such
that
1
2
(St(ξ), St(ξ)) + ∆cSt(ξ) = 0. (40)
5Further details on this cohomological approach to the quantum Batalin-Vilkovisky
formalism will be considered elsewhere.
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A deformation St(ξ) = S(ξ) + tS1(ξ) to first order in t, i.e., such that
1
2
(St(ξ), St(ξ)) +∆cSt(ξ) = O(t
2) is called an infinitesimal deformation. The
term linear in t of an infinitesimal deformation, S1(ξ), is a cocycle of the
extended BRST differential s¯. If S1(ξ) is a s¯ coboundary, we call the in-
finitesimal deformation trivial, while the parts of S1(ξ) corresponding to the
s¯ cohomology are non trivial.
Theorem 4 Every infinitesimal deformation of the solution S to the ex-
tended master equation can be extended to a complete deformation St. This
extension is obtained by (i) performing a t dependent anticanonical field-
antifield redefinition z → z′, by (ii) performing a t dependent coupling con-
stant redefinition ξ → ξ′, which does not affect ∆c, and (iii) by adding to
S(z′, ξ′) a suitable extension determined by both coupling constant and the
field-antifield redefinition and vanishing whenever the latter does.
Furthermore, the deformed solution considered as a function of the new
variables St(z(z
′, ξ′), ξ(ξ′)) satisfies the extended master equation in terms
of the new variables and the cohomology H(s¯′, F ′) of the differential s¯′ =
(St, ·)z′ +∆
′
c in the space F
′ of functionals depending on z′, ξ′ is isomorphic
to the cohomology H(s¯, F ).
Proof. Equation (31) and (32) imply that S1(ξ) = s¯B +
∂RS(ξ)
∂ξC
µC(ξ) with
(ξ∗Df
D(ξ), ξ∗Cµ
C(ξ))ξ = 0. In other words, S1(ξ) = (S˜, B(ξ) + ξ
∗
Cµ
C(ξ))˜.
In the extended space E , with zα = (φB, φ∗B), consider the anticanonical
transformation
z′
α
= exp t(·, B(ξ) + ξ∗Cµ
C(ξ))˜ zα = exp t(·, B(ξ))zα
= zα + t(zα, B(ξ)) +O(t2), (41)
ξ′
A
= exp t(·, B(ξ) + ξ∗Cµ
C(ξ))˜ ξA = exp t(·, ξ∗Cµ
C(ξ))ξ ξ
A
= ξA + tµA(ξ) +O(t2), (42)
ξ′A
∗
= exp t(·, B(ξ) + ξ∗Cµ
C(ξ))˜ ξ∗A
= ξ∗A − t
∂L
∂ξA
(B(ξ) + ξ∗Cµ
C(ξ)) +O(t2). (43)
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Note that z′ = z′(z, ξ), ξ′ = ξ′(ξ) and ξ∗A
′ = ξ∗A
′(z, ξ, ξ∗) = gA(z, ξ)+ ξ
∗
Bg
B
A(ξ),
for a function gA(z, ξ) = −t
∂LB
∂ξA
+O(t2) determined by (43) through both B
and µ and a function gBA(ξ) = δ
B
A − t(−)
A(B+1) ∂LµB
∂ξA
+ O(t2) determined by
(43) through µ alone.
The master equation (4) holds in any variables, and thus also in terms of
the primed variables. If we denote functions in terms of the new variables by a
prime, we get 1
2
(S˜ ′, S˜ ′)˜z′,ξ′ = 0. Because the transformation is anticanonical,
we also have
1
2
(S˜ ′, S˜ ′)˜z,ξ = 0. (44)
Since
S˜ ′ = S ′ + gAf
′A + ξ∗Bg
B
Af
′A, (45)
equation (44) splits into
1
2
(S ′ + gAf
′A, S ′ + gAf
′A)z +
∂R
∂ξD
(S ′ + gAf
′A)gDE f
′E = 0, (46)
1
2
(ξ∗Bg
B
Af
′A, ξ∗Dg
D
C f
′C)ξ = 0. (47)
We have
d(S ′ + gAf
′A)
dt
|t=0 = (S(ξ), B(ξ)) + ∆cB +
∂RS(ξ)
∂ξD
µD = S1(ξ), (48)
and, because ξ∗Eµ
E(ξ) is a sQ cocycle, the relation
gDC f
′C = fD. (49)
Indeed, if we consider the above canonical transformation with B = 0, i.e.,
exp t(·, ξ∗µ)ξ) alone, ξ
∗
Cg
C
Df
D(ξ′) = ξ∗′Df
D(ξ′) = exp t(·, ξ∗µ)ξξ
∗
Ef
E = ξ∗Ef
E ,
because (ξ∗Ef
E, ξ∗Gµ
G)ξ = 0. This shows the first part of the theorem, with
St = S
′ + gAf
′A.
In order to prove the second part, we first note that
∆c
′ = (−)DfD(ξ′)
∂L
∂ξ′D
= (−)DfD(ξ′)
∂LξC
∂ξ′D
∂L
∂ξC
= ∆c (50)
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because
gCD =
∂LξC
∂ξ′D
. (51)
Indeed, we have δAB = (ξ
′A, ξ∗B
′)˜z′,ξ′ = (ξ
′A, ξ∗B
′)ξ =
∂Lξ′
A
∂ξC
gCB . Together with
(46), this implies
1
2
(S ′ + gAf
′A, S ′ + gAf
′A)z′ +∆
′
c(S
′ + gAf
′A) = 0. (52)
We then start from the relations
(S˜ ′,A′)˜z′,ξ′ = 0⇐⇒ A
′ = (S˜ ′,B′)˜z′,ξ′, (53)
where A′ = A′+ ξ∗′Aλ
′A and B′ = B′+ ξ∗′Aρ
′A. These relations hold with the
bracket taken in the old variables, because the transformation is anticanoni-
cal. Writing the resulting relations explicitly, using (49), we get that the set
of relations

(S ′ + gAf
′A, A′ + gBλ
′B) + ∂
R
∂ξC
(S ′ + gAf
′A)gCDλ
′D
+(−)AfA ∂
L
∂ξA
(A′ + gBλ
′B) = 0,
ξ∗A
∂RgA
B
f ′
B
∂ξC
gCDλ
′D + (−)DgDC f
′C ∂L
∂ξD
(ξ∗Ag
A
Bλ
′B) = 0,
(54)
is equivalent to the set

A′ + gBλ
′B = (S ′ + gAf
′A, B′ + gCρ
′C) + ∂
R
∂ξC
(S ′ + gAf
′A)gCDρ
′C
+(−)AfA ∂
L
∂ξA
(B′ + gCρ
′C),
ξ∗Ag
A
Bλ
′B = ξ∗A
∂RgA
B
f ′
B
∂ξC
gCDρ
′D + (−)DgDC f
′C ∂L
∂ξD
(ξ∗Ag
A
Bρ
′B).
(55)
Using (51), the last equations in (54) and (55) are just the sQ cocycle and
coboundary conditions, expressed in terms of the ξ∗′, ξ′ variables. Following
the same reasoning as in the proof of theorem 3, we get,
(S ′ + gAf
′A, A′) + ∆cA
′ = 0
⇐⇒ A′ = (S ′ + gAf
′A, B′ + gCρ
′C)
+∆c(B
′ + gCρ
′C) +
∂R
∂ξ′C
(S ′ + gAf
′A)ρ′
C
, (56)
(ξ∗′Af
′A, ξ∗′Bρ
′B)ξ′ = 0, (57)
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where ∂
R
∂ξ′C
(S ′ + gAf
′A)ρ′C is (S ′ + gAf
′A, ·) + ∆c exact iff
ξ∗′Bρ
′B = (ξ∗′Af
′A, ξ∗′Cν
′C)ξ′. Since (S
′ + gAf
′A, ·) + ∆c = (S
′ + gAf
′A, ·)z′ +
∆′c = s¯
′, we get that H(s¯′, F ′) is determined by ∂
R
∂ξ′C
(S ′ + gAf
′A)ρ′C corre-
sponding to the class ∂
RS
∂ξC
ρC of H(s¯, F ).
Remark: Note that one can prove in the same way that the relations
1
2
(A,A) + ∆cA = C and (A,D) + ∆cD = E become, after the change of
variables, 1
2
(A′ + gAf
′A, A′ + gAf
′A) + ∆c(A
′ + gAf
′A) = C ′, respectively
(A′ + gAf
′A, D′) + ∆cD
′ = E ′.
2 Renormalization
We show how the renormalization can be performed while respecting as much
as possibe the symmetry in the form of the extended master equation: the
corresponding extended Zinn-Justin equation for the renormalized effective
action is shown to be broken only by non trivial anomalies.
2.1 Regularization
We apply the discussion and notations of dimensional regularization given
in [32] to the extended master equation (38) and its solution S(ξ)6. In the
following we will always understand the ξ dependence without explicitly in-
dicating it. Local functionals are understood to belong to F . In fact, we will
only use the following three properties of dimensional regularization [32]:
• the regularized action Sτ =
∑
n=0 τ
nSn is a polynomial or a power series
in τ , the classical starting point action S corresponding to S0
7,
• if the renormalization has been carried out to n − 1 loops, the diver-
gences of the effective action at n loops are poles in τ up to the order
6It is also possible to apply directly the rigorously proved renormalized quantum action
principles [43] (proved in the context of dimensional renormalization in [33], see also [34]).
We choose not to do so here, because we want to keep the divergent counterterms explicitly
in the discussion, to allow on the one hand for a direct comparison with the discussions in
[20, 21] and, on the other hand, to be able to define the Batalin-Vilkovisky ∆ operator in
this context.
7We assume that all the algebraic relations holding for the classical action S hold in
the regularized theory for S0.
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n with residues that are local functionals, and
• the regularized quantum action principle holds (see the first reference
of [33], sections II.3 and II.4).
Let θτ =
1
2τ
(Sτ , Sτ ) +
1
τ
∆cSτ . Note that θτ is of order τ
0 because S0
satisfies the extended master equation. θτ characterizes the breaking of the
extended master equation due to the regularization. In order to control this
breaking during renormalization, it is useful to couple it with a global source
ρ∗ in ghost number −1 and consider Sρ∗ = Sτ + θτρ
∗. On the classical,
regularized level, we have, using (ρ∗)2 = 0, and the properties (36) and (37)
of ∆c,
1
2
(Sρ∗ , Sρ∗) + ∆cSρ∗ = τ
∂RSρ∗
∂ρ∗
, (58)
Applying the quantum action principle, we get, for the regularized generating
functional for 1PI irreducible vertex functions Γρ∗ associated to Sρ∗ ,
1
2
(Γρ∗ ,Γρ∗) + ∆cΓρ∗ = τ
∂RΓρ∗
∂ρ∗
, (59)
which splits, using (ρ∗)2 = 0, into
1
2
(Γ,Γ) + ∆cΓ = τ
∂RΓρ∗
∂ρ∗
, (60)
(Γ,
∂RΓρ∗
∂ρ∗
) + ∆c
∂RΓρ∗
∂ρ∗
= 0. (61)
2.2 Invariant regularization
Before proceeding with the general analysis, let us briefly discuss the case
when dimensional regularization is an invariant regularization scheme for the
symmetries under considerations. (The arguments below can be adapted in
a straightforward way to other invariant regularization schemes).
In this case, θτ vanishes and we have
1
2
(Sτ , Sτ ) + ∆cSτ = 0. (62)
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For the regularized generating functional, we get
1
2
(Γ,Γ) + ∆cΓ = 0, (63)
where by assumption, Γ = Sτ + h¯
∑
n=−1 τ
nΓ(1)n+O(h¯2). To order h¯/τ , (63)
gives
s¯Γ(1)−1 = 0⇐⇒ Γ(1)−1 = s¯Ξ1 +
∂RS0
∂ξA
µA1 , (64)
where s¯ = (S0, ·) + ∆c and sQ ξ
∗
Aµ
A
1 = 0.
We then make the following change of fields, antifields and coupling con-
stants:
z1 = exp−
h¯
τ
(·,Ξ1 + ξ
∗µ1)˜z, (65)
ξ1 = exp−
h¯
τ
(·, ξ∗µ1)ξξ. (66)
If we denote by a superscript 1 functions depending on these new variables,
we have, according to the remark after theorem 4, that the action SR1 =
S1τ + g1Af
1A, where g1A is determined through the generators Ξ1 and µ
C
1 of
the first redefinition, satisfies the extended master equation (38),
1
2
(SR1 , SR1) + ∆cSR1 = 0, (67)
and allows to absorb the one loop divergences, since SR1 = Sτ − h¯/τΓ
(1)−1 +
h¯O(τ 0) +O(h¯2). We thus have for the corresponding regularized generating
functional ΓR1 = Sτ + h¯
∑
n=0 τ
nΓ
(1)n
R1
+ h¯2
∑
n=−2 τ
nΓ
(2)n
R1
+O(h¯2),
1
2
(ΓR1,ΓR1) + ∆cΓR1 = 0. (68)
At order h¯2/τ 2 , we get
s¯Γ
(2)−2
R1
= 0⇐⇒ Γ(2)−2 = s¯Ξ2,−2 +
∂RS0
∂ξA
µA2,−2, (69)
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with sQ ξ
∗
Aµ
A
2,−2 = 0. The appropriate change of variables is
z2,−2 = exp−
h¯2
τ 2
(·,Ξ2,−2 + ξ
∗µ2,−2)˜z, (70)
ξ2,−2 = exp−
h¯2
τ 2
(·, ξ∗µ2,−2)ξξ. (71)
The regularized action SR2,−2 = S
2,−2
R1
+ g2,−2Af
2,−2A satisfies the extended
master equation and allows to absorb the poles of order h¯2/τ 2:
1
2
(SR2,−2 , SR2,−2) + ∆cSR2,−2 = 0, (72)
and ΓR2,−2 = Sτ + h¯
∑
n=0 Γ
(1)n
R2,−2
+ h¯2
∑
n=−1 τ
nΓ
(2)n
R2,−2
+O(h¯3).
In the same way, one can then proceed to absorb the poles of order h¯2/τ
to get a regularized action SR2,−1 and an associated two loop finite effective
action ΓR2,−1 , with both actions satisfying the extended master equation.
Going on recursively to higher orders in h¯, we can achieve, through a
succession of redefinitions, the absorptions of the infinities to arbitrary high
order in the loop expansion, while preserving the extended master equation
for the redefined action and the corresponding generating functional.
[Symbolically,
1
2
(SR∞ , SR∞) + ∆cSR∞ = 0, (73)
with ΓR∞ finite and satisfying
1
2
(ΓR∞ ,ΓR∞) + ∆cΓR∞ = 0.] (74)
We have thus shown:
Theorem 5 In theories admitting an invariant regularization scheme, the
divergences can be absorbed by successive redefinitions in such a way that both
the subtracted and the effective action satisfy the extended master equation.
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2.3 Structural constraints and cohomology of s¯
Structural constraints have been introduced in [21] to give in particular cases
a sufficient, but not a necessary condition for renormalizability in the modern
sense. In the cases of semi-simple Yang-Mills theories or gravity for instance,
these constraints correspond to the prescription of a choice for the represen-
tatives of the BRST cohomology classes in ghost number 0 (to be coupled
to the bare action, if not already contained therein): the representatives
should be taken to be independent of the antifields. Because one can prove
that in every BRST cohomology class in ghost number 0, there exists such a
representative, renormalizability in the modern sense is guaranteed to hold.
But in these examples, one expects renormalizability in the modern sense
to hold, even if one chooses different representatives for the cohomology
classes. Consider for instance semi-simple Yang-Mills theory. The choice
of representatives in agreement with the structural constraint is to take the
Yang-Mills action itself as a representative, or, in other words, to consider
the coupling k in front of the Yang-Mills action as an essential one. One
could also take the derivative of the solution of the master equation with
respect to the coupling constant g associated with the structure constant as
a representative for this cohomology class, and this representative depends
on the antifields. That these two terms are in the same cohomology class
follows from the well-known field redefinitions that allow to absorb either
one of them. In other words, only one of the couplings k or g is an essen-
tial one. Choosing g as an essential coupling does not respect the structural
constraint, but clearly, one does not expect the validity of renormalizability
in the modern sense to depend on this choice.
What has been shown in the previous sections is that renormalizability in
the modern sense does not depend on how one chooses the representatives,
or equivalently, the essential couplings, and that structural constraints are
not necesseary conditions for renormalizability in the modern sense. This
has been done by taking into account higher order cohomology restrictions,
incorporated in the extended antifield formalism through the cohomology
of the operator s¯. As shown in [21], structural constraints are nevertheless
very useful in concrete cases, to show renormalizability in the modern sense,
without using the more heavy machinery developped here, which consists in
controling the renormalization of the complete theory with all its generalized
observables.
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In the non anomalous case, the extended master equation for the effective
action implies a remarkable stability of the quantum theory: while the ex-
pression of the generalized observables of the theory are affected by quantum
corrections, their antibracket algebra stays the same than in the classical
theory. In particular, the usual algebra of the generators of the global sym-
metries (whether linear or not) is the same in the classical and the quantum
theory8. This is because the antibracket algebra of the BRST cohomology
classes in negative ghost numbers just reflects the ordinary algebra of the
symmetries they represent.
2.4 One loop divergences and anomalies
Let us now go back to the general case where the dimensional regularization
scheme is not invariant9.
At one loop, we get from (60) and (61)
(Sτ ,Γ
(1)) + ∆cΓ
(1) = τθ(1), (75)
(Sτ , θ
(1)) + (Γ(1), θτ ) + ∆cθ
(1) = 0, (76)
where Γ(1) and θ(1) are respectively the one loop contributions of Γ and
∂RΓρ∗
∂ρ∗
.
By assumption, we have both Γ(1) =
∑
n=−1 τ
nΓ(1)n and θ(1) =
∑
n=−1 τ
nθ(1)n,
where Γ(1)−1, θ(1)−1 are local functionals.
At 1
τ
, equation (75) gives
s¯Γ(1)−1 = 0, (77)
Using this equation together with θ0 = s¯S1, equation (76) implies
s¯(θ(1)−1 − (Γ(1)−1, S1)) = 0. (78)
Equation (75) also gives at order τ 0
s¯Γ(1)0 = θ(1)−1 − (Γ(1)−1, S1), (79)
which allows us to identify the combination A1 = θ
(1)−1 − (Γ(1)−1, S1) as the
one loop anomaly and explicitly shows its locality. We have thus shown in
the case of a non invariant regularization scheme:
8The author is grateful to F. Brandt for pointing this out.
9The derivation of some of the results below in the framework of algebraic renormal-
ization [36] will be discussed elsewhere [44].
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Theorem 6 The one loop divergences Γ(1)−1 and the one loop anomalies A1
are s¯ cocycles in ghost number 0 and 1 respectively.
2.5 One loop renormalization
According to (31), we have
Γ(1)−1 = s¯Ξ1 +
∂RS0
∂ξD
µD1 (80)
and
A1 = s¯Σ1 +
∂RS0
∂ξE
σE1 , (81)
with sQ ξ
∗
Aµ
A
1 = 0 = sQξ
∗
Bσ
B
1 . The appropriate change of variables is now
z1 = exp−
h¯
τ
(·,Ξ1 + ξ
∗µ1)˜z, (82)
ξ1 = exp−
h¯
τ
(·, ξ∗µ1)˜ξ. (83)
The renormalized one loop action is
SR1 = S
1
τ + g1Af
1A − h¯Σ˜11 = Sτ −
h¯
τ
Γ(1)−1 + h¯O(τ 0) +O(h¯2), (84)
where Σ˜1 remains to be determined. Using the remark after theorem 4, we
get
θR1 ≡
1
2τ
(SR1 , SR1) +
1
τ
∆cSR1 = θ
1
τ −
h¯
τ
(s¯Σ˜1)
1 +O(h¯2)
= θτ −
h¯
τ
s¯[Σ˜1 + (S1,Ξ1) +
∂RS1
∂ξA
µA1 ]−
h¯
τ
(Γ(1)−1, S1) + h¯O(τ
0) +O(h¯2). (85)
Finally, we consider ξ1ρ∗ = exp−
h¯
τ
(·, ξ∗σ1ρ
∗)ξ = ξ − h¯
τ
σ1ρ
∗ and substitute ξ
by ξ1ρ∗ :
Sρ
∗
R1
(z, ξ, ρ∗) ≡ SR1(z, ξ
1
ρ∗(ξ, ρ
∗))
= SR1(z, ξ)−
h¯
τ
∂RSR1
∂ξA
σA1 ρ
∗ (86)
= SR1(z, ξ)−
h¯
τ
∂RS0
∂ξA
σA1 ρ
∗ + h¯O(τ 0) +O(h¯2). (87)
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We also have that
θρ
∗
R1
(z, ξ, ρ∗) ≡ θR1(z, ξ
1
ρ∗(ξ, ρ
∗))
= θR1(z, ξ)−
h¯
τ
∂RθR1
∂ξA
σA1 ρ
∗ (88)
=
1
2τ
(Sρ
∗
R1
, Sρ
∗
R1
) +
1
τ
∆cS
ρ∗
R1
. (89)
Equations (85) and (87) imply that the action
SR1ρ∗ = S
ρ∗
R1
+ θρ
∗
R1
ρ∗, (90)
with Σ˜1 = Σ1 − (S1,Ξ1) −
∂RS1
∂ξA
µA1 , yields a one loop finite effective action
both in the ρ∗ independent and the ρ∗ linear part, because the terms linear
in ρ∗ of order h¯/τ add up precisely to −θ(1)−1. The one loop renormalized
and regularized action SR1ρ∗ satisfies
1
2
(SR1ρ∗ , SR1ρ∗) + ∆cSR1ρ∗ = τθ
ρ∗
R1
= τ
∂RSR1ρ∗
∂ρ∗
+
∂RSR1ρ∗
∂ξB
h¯σB1 −
1
τ
∂RSR1ρ∗
∂ξB
∂Rh¯σB1
∂ξA
h¯σA1 ρ
∗, (91)
the first equality following from (89), and the last equality from the expan-
sions (86), (88), together with the identity
(−)B(A+1)
∂R
∂ξB
(
∂RSR1
∂ξA
)σA1 σ
B
1 = 0. (92)
According to the regularized quantum action principle,
1
2
(ΓR1ρ∗ ,ΓR1ρ∗) + ∆cΓR1ρ∗ = τ
∂RΓR1ρ∗
∂ρ∗
+
∂RΓR1ρ∗
∂ξB
h¯σB1
−
1
τ
∂RΓR1ρ∗
∂ξB
∂Rh¯σB1
∂ξA
h¯σA1 ρ
∗. (93)
The ρ∗ independent part at one loop and lowest order, τ 0, in τ gives
s¯ΓR1
(1)0 =
∂RS0
∂ξB
σB1 , (94)
and shows that only the non trivial part of the anomaly remains.
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2.6 Two loops
2.6.1 Equations for the two loop poles
The one loop renormalized action admits the expansion
ΓR1ρ∗ = Sρ∗ + h¯Σn=0τ
nΓR1
(1)n
ρ∗ + h¯
2Σn=−2τ
nΓR1
(2)n
ρ∗ +O(h¯
3). (95)
At order h¯2 (93) gives,
(Sρ∗ ,ΓR1
(2)
ρ∗ ) +
1
2
(ΓR1
(1)
ρ∗ ,ΓR1
(1)
ρ∗ ) + ∆cΓR1
(2)
ρ∗
= τ
∂RΓR1
(2)
ρ∗
∂ρ∗
+
∂RΓR1
(1)
ρ∗
∂ξB
σB1 −
1
τ
∂RS0
∂ξB
∂RσB1
∂ξA
σA1 ρ
∗. (96)
Let ΓR1ρ∗ = ΓR1 +
∂RΓR1ρ∗
∂ρ∗
ρ∗. At order 1/τ 2, we get, according to the ρ∗
independent and linear parts,
s¯ΓR1
(2)−2 = 0, (97)
s¯(
∂RΓR1
(2)−2
ρ∗
∂ρ∗
− (S1,ΓR1
(2)−2)) = 0. (98)
The first of these equations implies:
Lemma 2 The second order pole of the two loop divergences is a s¯ cocycle.
At order 1/τ , we get
s¯ΓR1
(2)−1 =
∂RΓR1
(2)−2
ρ∗
∂ρ∗
− (S1,ΓR1
(2)−2), (99)
s¯(
∂RΓR1
(2)−1
ρ∗
∂ρ∗
− (S1,ΓR1
(2)−1)− (S2,ΓR1
(2)−2)) = −
∂RS0
∂ξB
∂RσB1
∂ξA
σA1 . (100)
Finally, the ρ∗ independent part of (96), gives at order τ 0
s¯ΓR1
(2)0 +
1
2
(ΓR1
(1)0,ΓR1
(1)0) =
∂RΓR1
(1)0
∂ξB
σB1
+
∂RΓR1
(2)−1
ρ∗
∂ρ∗
− (S1,ΓR1
(2)−1)− (S2,ΓR1
(2)−2), (101)
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which allows to identify the combination
A2 =
∂RΓR1
(2)−1
ρ∗
∂ρ∗
− (S1,ΓR1
(2)−1)− (S2,ΓR1
(2)−2) (102)
as the local contribution to the two loop anomaly, whereas
∂RΓR1
(1)0
∂ξB
σB1 is the
one loop renormalized dressing of the non trivial one loop anomaly.
2.6.2 Two loop anomaly consistency condition
Before absorbing the divergences, let us consider (100), which can be written
as
s¯A2 = −
1
2
∂RS0
∂ξB
[σ1, σ1]B, (103)
where ξ∗B[σ
1, σ1]B ≡ (ξ∗σ1, ξ
∗σ1)ξ is an sQ cocyle because of the graded Jacobi
identity for the antibracket in ξ, ξ∗ space. According to equations (27) and
(28), this implies that
1
2
(ξ∗σ1, ξ
∗σ1)ξ = sQξ
∗
Aσ
A
2 , (104)
and
A2 = s¯Σ2 +
∂RS0
∂ξB
σB2 . (105)
Discussion: We thus see that the consistency condition (103) on the
local contribution of the two loop anomaly does not require it to be just a
cocycle of the extended BRST differential s¯, because of the non vanishing
right hand side. This is in agreement with the analysis of [28]. Neverthe-
less, in the extended antifield formalism, the general solution of (105) can be
characterized: it is given by a s¯ boundary up to the term ∂
RS0
∂ξB
σB2 with the fol-
lowing interpretation. From the point of view of cohomology, equation (103)
should be understood as a restriction on the non trivial one loop anomalies
ξ∗Aσ
A
1 that can arise. Indeed, its consequence is (104), which states that the
non trivial one loop anomalies should have a trivial antibracket map10 among
10The antibracket map here is the antibracket induced in the sQ cohomology classes
from the antibracket in ξ space. Its construction can be obtained by just following the
construction of the usual antibracket map used in [23, 24].
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themselves. This is a cohomological statement independent of the choice of
representatives. The term ∂
RS0
∂ξB
σB2 of the general solution for the local part
of the two loop anomaly is determined by an arbitrary sQ cocycle up to a
particular solution depending on the choice of representatives for the non
trivial one loop anomalies and needed to make the bracket (ξ∗σ1, ξ
∗σ1)ξ sQ
exact. This answers, at least in the present context of the extended antifield
formalism and dimensional regularization11, the question raised in [28] on the
cohomological interpretation of the two loop anomaly consistency condition.
One also sees on this example how the discussion of the quantum Batalin-
Vilkovisky formalism is shifted to ξ, ξ∗ space in the extended formalism.
Note that, as in [45], this result has been achieved by adding a BRST
breaking counterterm, not only for the one loop divergences produced by the
standard action itself, but also for the one loop divergences produced by the
insertion of the non trivial one loop anomaly. This is because this anomaly
has been coupled to the action itself from the start, and the BRST breaking
counterterm Σ1 also depends on the corresponding coupling constants.
2.6.3 Two loop renormalization
The general solution to (97) is ΓR1
(2)−2 = s¯Ξ2,−2 +
∂RS0
∂ξA
µA2,−2. We consider
the change of variables
z2,−2 = exp−
h¯2
τ 2
[(·,Ξρ
∗
2,−2) + (·, ξ
1
ρ∗
∗
µρ
∗
2,−2)ξ1
ρ∗
]z, (106)
ξ2,−2 = exp−
h¯2
τ 2
(·, ξ1ρ∗
∗
µρ
∗
2,−2)ξ1
ρ∗
ξ1ρ∗ , (107)
where Ξρ
∗
2,−2(z, ξ, ρ
∗) = Ξ2,−2(z, ξ
1
ρ∗(ξ, ρ
∗)) and µρ
∗
2,−2(ξ, ρ
∗) = µ2,−2(ξ
1
ρ∗(ξ, ρ
∗)).
The fact that we consider this change of variables in terms of ξ1ρ∗ instead of
ξ will not change the absorption of the ρ∗ independent divergences, but it
will be important in order to control the dependence on ρ∗ below. Equa-
tion (99) means that there is no non trivial part ∂
RS0
∂ξA
σA2,−2 in the general
solution to (98) and hence no need for a renormalization of the coupling
constants of order h¯2/τ 2 proportional to ρ∗. The general solution to (98)
is
∂RΓR1
(2)−2
ρ∗
∂ρ∗
− (S1,ΓR1
(2)−2) = s¯Σ2,−2, where Σ2,−2 can be identified with a
11The analysis of [44] confirms these results in the context of algebraic renormalization.
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particular solution ΓR1
(2)−1
P of (99). We take
Sρ
∗
R2,−2
(z, ξ, ρ∗) = SR1(z
2,−2(z, ξ1ρ∗), ξ
2,−2(ξ1ρ∗)) + g2,−2A(z, ξ
1
ρ∗)f
A(ξ1ρ∗)
−
h¯2
τ
Σ˜2,−2(z
2,−2(z, ξ1ρ∗), ξ
2,−2(ξ1ρ∗)),
= SR1 −
h¯2
τ 2
ΓR1
(2)−2 +O(h¯2τ−1) +O(h¯3), (108)
where Σ˜2,−2(z, ξ) remains to be determined. The remark after theorem 4
again implies
θρ
∗
R2,−2
≡
1
2τ
(Sρ
∗
R2,−2
, Sρ
∗
R2,−2
) +
1
τ
∆cS
ρ∗
R2,−2
= θρ
∗
R1
−
h¯2
τ 2
s¯[Σ˜2,−2 +
∂RS1
∂ξA
µA2,−2 + (S1,Ξ2,−2)]
−
h¯2
τ 2
(S1,ΓR1
(2)−2) + h¯2O(τ−1) +O(h¯3). (109)
The action
SR2,−2ρ∗ = S
ρ∗
R2,−2
+ θρ
∗
R2,−2
ρ∗, (110)
with Σ˜2,−2 = Σ2,−2−
∂RS1
∂ξA
µA2,−2+(S1,Ξ2,−2), yields an effective action ΓR2,−2ρ∗
without h¯2/τ 2 divergences and only simple poles at order h¯2, because the
terms linear in ρ∗ of order h¯2/τ 2 add up precisely to −
∂RΓR1
(2)−2
ρ∗
∂ρ∗
. We have
again that
1
2
(SR2,−2ρ∗ , SR2,−2ρ∗) + ∆cSR2,−2ρ∗ = τθ
ρ∗
R2,−2
= τ
∂RSR2,−2ρ∗
∂ρ∗
+
∂RSR2,−2ρ∗
∂ξB
h¯σB1 −
1
τ
∂RSR2,−2ρ∗
∂ξB
1
2
[h¯σ1, h¯σ1]
Bρ∗. (111)
The last equation follows from the fact that the dependence of Sρ
∗
R2,−2
and
θρ
∗
R2,−2
on ρ∗ is, as before, through the combination ξ1ρ∗ . The same equation
holds again for the effective action:
1
2
(ΓR2,−2ρ∗ ,ΓR2,−2ρ∗) + ∆cΓR2,−2ρ∗ = τ
∂RΓR2,−2ρ∗
∂ρ∗
+
∂RΓR2,−2ρ∗
∂ξB
h¯σB1
−
1
τ
∂RΓR2,−2ρ∗
∂ξB
1
2
[h¯σ1, h¯σ1]
Bρ∗. (112)
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The expansion of this effective action is
ΓR2,−2ρ∗ = Sρ∗ + h¯Σn=0τ
nΓR2,−2
(1)n
ρ∗
+ h¯2Σn=−1τ
nΓR2,−2
(2)n
ρ∗
+O(h¯3). (113)
The divergences Γ
(2)−1
R2,−2
and
∂RΓR2,−2
(2)−1
ρ∗
∂ρ∗
, now satisfy s¯Γ
(2)−1
R2,−2
= 0 and
s¯A′2 =
∂RS0
∂ξA
1
2
[σ1, σ1]A, with A′2 =
∂RΓR2,−2
(2)−1
ρ∗
∂ρ∗
− (Γ
(2)−1
R2,−2
, S1). The general
solutions are Γ
(2)−1
R2,−2
= s¯Ξ2,−1 +
∂RS0
∂ξA
µ2,−1 and A
′
2 = s¯Σ2,−1 +
∂RS0
∂ξA
σA2 . As in
the one loop case, one first subtracts a suitably defined BRST breaking coun-
terterm, then one makes the field-antifield and coupling constant redefinition
determined by Ξρ
∗
2,−1 and µ
ρ∗
2,−1, and finally, one substitues ξ
1
ρ∗ everywhere by
ξ2ρ∗ = ξ
1
ρ∗ −
h¯2
τ
σ2ρ
∗, giving a total ρ∗ dependence through the combination
ξ2ρ∗ = ξ −
h¯
τ
σ1ρ
∗ − h¯
2
τ
σ2ρ
∗.
Using the same arguments as in the one loop case, one finally finds that
the two loop renormalized and regularized action SR2ρ∗ satisfies
1
2
(SR2ρ∗ , SR2ρ∗) + ∆cSR2ρ∗ = τ
∂RSR2ρ∗
∂ρ∗
+
∂RSR2ρ∗
∂ξB
(h¯σB1 + h¯
2σB2 )
−
1
τ
∂RSR2ρ∗
∂ξB
1
2
[h¯σ1 + h¯
2σ2, h¯σ1 + h¯
2σ2]
B)ρ∗, (114)
the same equation holding for the two loop renormalized effective action
ΓR2ρ∗ .
2.7 Higher orders
It is then possible to continue recursively to higher loops to get a completely
subtracted and regularized action SR∞ . It is obtained from
Sτ −
∑
n=1
h¯n
τn−1
n−1∑
k=0
τkΣ˜n,k−n, (115)
with suitably choosen BRST breaking counterterms Σ˜n,k−n, by successive
canonical field-antifield and coupling constants redefinitions. It satisfies
1
2
(SR∞ρ∗ , SR∞ρ∗) + ∆cSR∞ρ∗ = τ
∂RSR∞ρ∗
∂ρ∗
+
∂RSR∞ρ∗
∂ξB
σB
−
1
τ
∂RSR∞ρ∗
∂ξB
1
2
[σ, σ]Bρ∗. (116)
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The corresponding completely renormalized and regularized effective action
ΓR∞ρ∗ satisfies the same equation.
1
2
(ΓR∞ρ∗ ,ΓR∞ρ∗) + ∆cΓR∞ρ∗ = τ
∂RΓR∞ρ∗
∂ρ∗
+
∂RΓR∞ρ∗
∂ξB
σB
−
1
τ
∂RΓR∞ρ∗
∂ξB
1
2
[σ, σ]Bρ∗. (117)
One can then put ρ∗ = 0 and take safely the limit τ −→ 0, because
there are no more divergences left. The renormalized effective action ΓR =
limτ→0 ΓR∞ρ∗ |ρ∗=0 satisfies
1
2
(ΓR,ΓR) + ∆cΓ
R =
∂RΓR
∂ξB
σB. (118)
Theorem 7 The absorption of the divergences of a theory in dimensional
renormalization involves, besides redefinitions of the solution of the extended
master equation, determined by anticanonical field-antifield and coupling con-
stant renormalizations, only the subtraction of suitably chosen BRST break-
ing counterterms. The renormalization can be done in such a way that the
anomalous breaking of the extended Zinn-Justin equation is determined to all
orders by the cohomology H1(s¯, F ).
The corresponding result for the anomalies in the standard Batalin-Vilkovisky
formalism has been obtained in the framework of algebraic renormalization
in [45].
2.8 The quantum Batalin-Vilkovisky ∆ operator
In [25, 28], explicit expression for the ∆ operator have been obtained in the
context of Pauli-Villars and non local regularization respectively. The aim
of this section is to get such an expression in the context of dimensional
renormalization. The expression we will get here will be defined on all the
generalized observables of the theory, and not only on S alone, since they are
contained in the solution S(ξ) of the extended master equation.
As discussed for instance in section 4 of [27] in the context of the BPHZ
renormalized antifield formalism, even though there is a well defined expres-
sion for the anomaly, there is no room for the formal Batalin-Vilkovisky
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∆ operator in the final renormalized theory. Contact with the quantum
Batalin-Vilkovisky formalism in the present set-up has thus to be done on
the renormalized theory before the regulator τ is removed. Moreover, as in
the previous discussion of the renormalization, it turns out to be important
not to put to zero the fermionic variable ρ∗, which couples the breaking of
the extended master equation due to the regularization. Let us introduce the
notation W = SR∞ρ∗ for the completely renormalized and regularized action
and A = ∂
RW
∂ξB
(σB − 1
2τ
[σ, σ]Bρ∗) so that (117) can be written,
1
2
(ΓR∞ρ∗ ,ΓR∞ρ∗) + ∆cΓR∞ρ∗ + τ
∂LΓR∞ρ∗
∂ρ∗
= A ◦ ΓR∞ρ∗ , (119)
while (116) becomes,
1
2
(W,W ) + ∆cW + τ
∂LW
∂ρ∗
= A. (120)
Let us define ∆d =
τ
−ih¯
∂L
∂ρ∗
, so that we can write the above equation as
1
2
(W,W ) + ∆cW − ih¯∆dW = A. (121)
The operator ∆d is of ghost number 1, it is nilpotent, ∆
2
d = 0, it anticommutes
with ∆c, {∆c,∆d} = 0, and it is a graded derivation of the antibracket, i.e.,
it satisfies equation (37) (with ∆c replaced by ∆d). Using the properties of
the antibracket, ∆c and ∆d, it follows that, by applying (W, ·) + ∆c − ih¯∆d
to (121), the left hand side vanshes identically. This gives the consistency
condition
(W,A) + ∆cA− ih¯∆dA = 0. (122)
Discussion: Starting from the path integral expression
Z(J, φ∗, ξ, ρ∗) =
∫
Dφ exp
(
i
h¯
[W +
∫
dnx JAφ
A]
)
, (123)
with associated effective action ΓR∞ρ∗ , standard formal path integral manip-
ulations using integrations by parts give
1
2
(ΓR∞ρ∗ ,ΓR∞ρ∗) + ∆cΓR∞ρ∗ = A
′ ◦ ΓR∞ρ∗ , (124)
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where
A′ =
1
2
(W,W ) + ∆cW − ih¯
′′∆W ′′. (125)
This expression involves the second order functional derivative operator ∆ =
(−)A+1 δ
R
δφA(x)
δR
δφ∗
A
(x)
. The quotation marks mean that the above definition of
∆ cannot be used since ∆ is ill defined when acting on local functionals and
thus onW . Using (119) for the left hand side, we get A′ = −τ ∂
LW
∂ρ∗
+A. Using
furthermore (120), it follows that −ih¯′′∆W ′′ = 0, as was to be expected in
dimensional regularization, where ′′δ(0)′′ = 0.
In equation (120), obtained by an analysis of the renormalization pro-
cedure, there appears the operator ∆d, which is unexpected from the point
of view of formal path integral manipulations, not taking the regularization
and renormalization into account. Furthermore, the operator ∆d has the
same algebraic properties as the formal operator ∆, when acting on local
functionals. In dimensional regularization, one has traded the operator ∆,
vanishing on local functionals, for the operator ∆d. We thus find, in the
context of dimensional regularization, that the role of the Batalin-Vilkovisky
∆ operator is played by the operator ∆d, introduced originally in the last
reference of [31].
Furthermore, (120) suggests that the operator ∆c, can be understood as
a classical part of the Batalin-Vilkovisky ∆ operator in the extended antifield
formalism. This interpretation is supported by the fact that both ∆c and ∆d
arise in a similar way from an extended action satisfying a standard master
equation in an extended space with an enlarged bracket: this was shown for
∆c in section 1.4. In [32] in the context of the standard Batalin-Vilkovisky
formalism, it was shown that ∆d also arises from an “improved” classical
master equation, if the space of fields and antifields is enlarged to enclude
the global pair of variables ρ, ρ∗, the antibracket is extended to this pair and
the regularized action is extended to Sτ + θτρ
∗ + τρ.
It might be worthwhile to point out that the there are two other “ex-
tended master equations” which can be understood in this way. (i) The
famous tree level Slavnov-Taylor identity in Yang-Mills theory, gauge fixed
with the help of the auxiliary B field [2, 4], can be obtained from the antifield
formalism (before gauge fixation) by adding to the minimal solution of the
master equation the term
∫
dnxC¯∗aB
a and extending the antibracket to the
pair C¯a, Ba and their antifields. (ii) The extended Slavnonv-Taylor identity
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[46] including the BRS doublet α and χ introduced in order to control the
dependence of the theory on the parameter α of covariant linear gauges can
be obtained in the antifield formalism by introducing the global pair α, χ
and their antifields and adding the term χ∗α to the solution of the master
equation [47].
3 Conclusion
In order to study the renormalization of a theory together with all its non
trivial observables (described in the Batalin-Vilkovisky formalism by the
BRST cohomology classes), it is natural [6] to couple these observables (more
precisely, those that are not already present in the solution to the master
equation coupled through essential coupling constants) with the help of new
coupling constants. Considering such an action as a starting point for renor-
malization theory allows on the one hand to get information on the renor-
malization of the operators, but also [24] constraints on the divergences of
the starting point theory without the additional operators. The action plus
the additional observables satisfies the master equation in general only up
to second order in the new coupling constants since the cohomology classes
may depend on the antifields.
In this paper, we have constructed an extension of the standard solu-
tion satisfying an extended master equation. This extended master equation
governs not only the symmetries of the starting point action, but also the
antibracket algebra of the observables. It is the right tool to study renormal-
izability of a theory compatible with symmetries for the following reasons:
(i) the divergences of the theory are constrained by the differential asso-
ciated to this extended master equation,
(ii) the absorption of these divergences can be performed order by order
through redefinitions of the extended action determined by field-antifield
and coupling constant redefinitions in such a way that the redefined action
still satisfies the extended master equation, up to breakings due to the non
invariant terms
∑
n=1 τ
nSn determined by the regularization and associated
symmetry breaking counterterms Σn,k−n,
(iii) the associated renormalized effective action satisfies the extended
master equation up to non trivial anomalous breakings determined by the
cohomology of the extended BRST differential in ghost number 1.
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If one adapts the terminology of [21] and defines a theory to be renormal-
izable in the modern sense if properties (ii) and (iii) hold, our results mean
that all theories are renormalizable in this sense.
The approach proposed in this paper is not completely formal, since on the
one hand, the higher order maps can be computed in principle in a straightfor-
ward way once the local BRST cohomology groups of the theory are known,
and on the other hand, there has been considerable progress in computing
these groups for various models such as Yang-Mills and Chern-Simons theory
[7], gravity [48, 49], p-form gauge theories [50], N = 1 supergravity [51] or
D-strings [52].
For a theory, where the BRST cohomology and the higher order maps are
completely known, the only remaining problem consists in computing the sQ
cohomology.
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Appendix: Elimination of antifield dependent
counterterms in Yang-Mills theories with U(1)
factors
In this appendix, we will discuss the elimination by higher order cohomolog-
ical restrictions of a type of antifield dependent counterterms arising in non
semi-simple Yang-Mills theories. They have been discussed for the first time
in detail in [8], were analyzed from a cohomological point of view in [7] and
reconsidered in the concrete context of the standard model in [53]. These
counterterms (or instabilities in the terminology of [8, 53]) have the following
general structure [7]:
K ′ = f∆α
∫
dnx jµ∆A
α
µ + (A
∗µ
a X
a
µ∆ + y
∗
iX
i
∆)C
α,
where f∆α are constants, A
α
µ abelian gauge fields, j
µ
∆ non trivial conserved
currents and δ∆A
a
µ = X
a
µ∆, δ∆y
i = X i∆ the generators of the corresponding
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symmetries on all the gauge fields Aaµ and the matter fields y
i. In order to
eliminate these instabilities by cohomological means, we will show that:
it is sufficient that there exists a set of local, non integrated, off-shell gauge
invariant polynomials OΓ(x) constructed out of the A
a
µ, y
i and their deriva-
tives, that break the global symmetries δ∆ in the following sense: the variation
of OΓ(x) under the gauged global symmetries δ∆ with gauge parameter given
by f∆α ǫ
α should not be equal on shell to an ordinary gauge transformation
(involving the abelian gauge parameters ǫα alone) of some local polynomials
PΓ(x) constructed out of the A
a
µ, y
i and their derivatives.
Indeed, using the extended action 12 Sk(x) = S+
∫
dnx kΓ(x)OΓ(x), which
satisfies 1/2(Sk(x), Sk(x)) = 0 and the corresponding regularized action prin-
ciple, it follows from the equation independent of the sources k(x) that the
divergences Γ(1)div of the theory without k(x) are, as usual, required to be
BRST invariant. The terms linear in k(x) then imply
(
δΓ
(1)
k(x)div
δkΓ(x)
∣∣∣∣∣∣
k(x)=0
, S) + (OΓ(x),Γ
(1)
div) = 0. (126)
The second term of this equation gives for the antifield dependent countert-
erms Γ(1)div = K
′ above (OΓ(x), K
′) = (Cαf∆α δ∆)OΓ(x), because we have
choosen (for simplicity) OΓ(x) to be independent of the antifields. From
(126), it then follows that (Cαf∆α δ∆)OΓ(x) must be given on-shell by a gauge
transformation, involving the abelian ghosts alone, of polynomials PΓ(x).
This follows by using the explicit form of the BRST differential, and after
evaluation, putting to zero the antifields, and the non abelian ghosts. Hence,
the counterterms K ′ are excluded a priori whenever it is possibe to construct
OΓ(x)’s for which the corresponding PΓ(x) do not exist so that (126) cannot
be satisfied.
Remark: Because we use external sources instead of coupling constant,
the example given here is not covered by the general analysis done in this
paper. Note however that it is possible to generalize the antibracket map
considered in [23, 24] to a mixed antibracket map from the tensor product
of integrated times non integrated cohomology classes to non integrated co-
homology classes as needed in this example. The invariant cohomological
12The author thanks P.A. Grassi for suggesting the use of external sources in this
example.
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statement of which we have discussed a particular case above is: the coun-
terterms are restricted to belong to the kernel of the mixed antibracket map.
We use external sources in this example because the restrictions we get are
stronger and the discussion is simplified: we need not worry about possible
integrations by parts (in momentum space, this means that the restrictions
we get are valid for all values of the external momentum and not only for
zero external momentum).
This means that besides the arguments of [8, 21, 53], there exists an ele-
gant cohomological mechanism to eliminate this type of antifield dependent
counterterms.
In the concrete case of the standard model, the global symmetries δ∆
correspond to lepton and baryon number conservation. There is only one
abelian ghost Cα, the abelian gauge transformation of the matter fields be-
ing δabeliany = iYy, where Y = Y
i
jy
j ∂
∂yi
is the hypercharge. As an example of
OΓ’s we can take any three linearily independent operators out of the lepton
number non conserving gauge invariant operators of dimension 5 in the mat-
ter fields given in eq.(20) of [54] (they can also be found in eq. (21.3.54) of
[55]) and one baryon number non conserving operator out of the six dimen-
sion 6 gauge invariant operators given in eqs. (1)-(6) in [54, 56]. Because
these operators are build out of the undifferentiated matter fields alone, a
sufficient condition for (126) to hold is the existence of P ′Γ(x)’s build out of
the undifferentiated yi such that
fΓnΓOΓ = YP
′
Γ, (127)
(with no summation over Γ), where nΓ is the lepton number of the OΓ’s for
Γ = 1, 2, 3 and the baryon number for O4. This follows by identifying the
term in the abelian ghost and putting, in addition to the non abelian ghosts
and the antifields, the derivatives of the abelian ghost, the derivatives of
the matter fields and all the gauge fields to zero and using the fact that the
equations of motion necessarily involve derivatives. Because the OΓ’s we have
choosen are all of homogeneity 4 in the yi and Y is of homogeneity 0, we can
assume that the homogeneity of the P ′Γ’s is also 4. By decomposing the space
M4 of monomials of homogenity 4 in the y
i into eigenspaces of the hermitian
operator Y with definite eigenvalues M4 = M
0
4 + ⊕n 6=0M
n
4 , it follows that
(127) has no non trivial solutions. Indeed, decomposing P ′Γ = P
0′
Γ +
∑
n 6=0 P
n′
Γ ,
(127) reads fΓnΓOΓ =
∑
n 6=0 nP
n′
Γ . Applying Y k times and using the fact
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that gauge invariance of OΓ implies YOΓ = 0, we get
∑
n 6=0 n
kP n′Γ = 0. We
then can conclude that P n′Γ = 0 for n 6= 0, which implies f
Γ = 0.
As usual, this one loop reasoning can be extended recursively to higher
orders, or alternatively, it can be discussed independently of the assumption
that there exists an invariant regularization scheme in the context of algebraic
renormalization.
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